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HeidelBÄR Games was founded in 2017 with the aim of bringing the 
experience, passion and creativity of Heidelberger Spieleverlag to 
the international games stage.
We want to develop unusual, funny, but also clever games that are 
as easy as possible for everyone to learn.

Initially HeidelBÄR Games was founded as a 
studio within the Asmodee-Group. But  
BÄRs (German for BEARs) are creatures of 
the wild and so—30 years after the original 
founding as Heidelberger Spieleverlag— 
a new independent publisher was founded: 
HeidelBÄR Games GmbH (now again owner  
of the Heidelberger Spieleverlag brand). 
Internationally, our games are distributed 
by various publishers. In German-speaking 
countries, our games are exclusively 
distributed by another original BEAR,  
whom we trust with the name Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag. Game on!

Spicy
When big cats measure their strength, they try to outbid each 
other with the sharpest spices. And so begins an entertaining 
and tearful competition! 

Even the strongest tiger will go down in tears, if forced 
to consume high amounts of chili, wasabi or pepper. So 
the clever big cat decides to bluff. Chances to get away 
with it are quite good, if it’s 
the right number of spices 
or the right kind of spice. 
Spicy adds new flavour to a  
classic game principle!
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22Designer: Zoltán Györi
For: Clever cats and the 
pungency resistant
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Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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HeidelBÄR Games
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Wordsmith
Curves, straight lines long and short—these are your 
tools to smith words. Which word will you build with 
your letter pieces?

Wordsmith is all about discovering words, but instead of whole 
letters, you just have letter pieces in four different shapes.  
All players create words simultaneously, but each word can only 
be scored once, so a thrilling challenge of word discovery begins. 
Which words will you discover in your letter pieces? 
Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all 
six words before the round is over. And of course there is a twist: 
You get bonus points when you limit the number of your 
discarded pieces.
Wordsmith – Piece the Word Together!
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Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all 
six words before the round is over. And of course there is a twist: 
You get bonus points when you limit the number of your 

Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all 
six words before the round is over. And of course there is a twist: six words before the round is over. And of course there is a twist: 
You get bonus points when you limit the number of your 
discarded pieces.
Wordsmith – Piece the Word Together!
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 is all about discovering words, but instead of whole 
letters, you just have letter pieces in four different shapes. 
All players create words simultaneously, but each word can only 
be scored once, so a thrilling challenge of word discovery begins. 

Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all 
six words before the round is over. And of course there is a twist: six words before the round is over. And of course there is a twist: 

 is all about discovering words, but instead of whole 
letters, you just have letter pieces in four different shapes. 
All players create words simultaneously, but each word can only All players create words simultaneously, but each word can only 
be scored once, so a thrilling challenge of word discovery begins. be scored once, so a thrilling challenge of word discovery begins. 

Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all Longer words earn you more points, but you also want to make all 
six words before the round is over. And of course there is a twist: six words before the round is over. And of course there is a twist: 

 is all about discovering words, but instead of whole 
letters, you just have letter pieces in four different shapes. 
All players create words simultaneously, but each word can only All players create words simultaneously, but each word can only 
be scored once, so a thrilling challenge of word discovery begins. 

Autor: Emerson Matsuuchi
Für: Freunde des schnellen 
chaotischen Robotkampes

Autor: Emerson Matsuuchi
Für: Freunde des schnellen 
chaotischen Robotkampes

Designers: Bill Eberle, Greg 
Olotka, Peter Olotka
For: Word wizards and letter 
tinkerers

Wanna try the game? 

SCAN CODE

30 min 1– 4 10+
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Decipher
This game is all about thinking up clever words that will be hard to decipher 
and cleverly combining letter pieces to guess secret words.

Decipher is a different kind of word game for 2–4 players. Players 
use 4 different letter pieces to create and solve word puzzles.
In each round a different player builds a secret word puzzle. The 
others only know which letter pieces are in the secret word and 
gather clues and points by asking about where letter pieces go.  
Can you decipher the secret word?
The Letter Piece Game system is a special way to build letters from 
four different basic shapes. Including the same playful 

semi-transparent colored plastic letter pieces found in 
Wordsmith.

The Letter Piece Game system is a special way to build letters from 
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Autor: Emerson Matsuuchi
Für: Freunde des schnellen 
chaotischen Robotkampes

Autor: Emerson Matsuuchi Emerson Matsuuchi
Für: Freunde des schnellen  Freunde des schnellen 
chaotischen Robotkampeschaotischen Robotkampeschaotischen Robotkampes

Designers: Bill Eberle, Greg 
Olotka, Peter Olotka
For: Puzzle fans and clever 
word finders

The Letter Piece Game system is a special way to build letters from The Letter Piece Game system is a special way to build letters from 
four different basic shapes. Including the same playful four different basic shapes. Including the same playful 

semi-transparent colored plastic letter pieces found in 
Wordsmith.
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A la carte
As everyone knows, too many cooks spoil the broth. Let’s sizzle your own 
culinary delicacie while trying to oversalt your wannabe-chef-rivals’ dish!

In this extraordinary dexterity game you’ll try your hand at being 
chefs. Set your stove to the correct temperature and show your 
finesse by giving your dishes just the right amount of seasoning. 
Always keep an eye on the temperature of your stove, and of course 
the right amount of spices is key. Burned or overspiced dishes go 
straight in the garbage.  
If you then prove that you have the right swing to turn the crêpes, 
you can easily master the perils of the kitchen to become the true 
chef de la cuisine.

Autor: Emerson Matsuuchi
Für: Freunde des schnellen 
chaotischen Robotkampes

Autor:Autor: Emerson Matsuuchi Emerson Matsuuchi
Für:Für: Freunde des schnellen  Freunde des schnellen 
chaotischen Robotkampeschaotischen Robotkampes

Designer: Karl-Heinz Schmiel
For: Seasoning experts and 
skilful gorumet chefs
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VOLT
WELCOME TO THE ROBOT ACTION! The crowd is screaming for laser blast 
action and the operators are just waiting for the starting signal… 
LET THE BATTLE BEGIN!!!

In VOLT, each player takes on the role of an operator controlling a 
robot to challenge others in the combat arena. By programming 
three steps ahead, players try to anticipate the moves of other 
robots. Push them into pits or blast them out of the arena with your 
laser, if possible wothout getting hit yourselve. Destroyed robots 
don’t have to wait long for their next foray into the ring. They 
reboot in the next round. Lightning barriers, energy walls, pits ...  
the VOLT arena awaits you!

After moving, push 

adjacent robots and 

mines 1 space.

When your robot is 

destroyed, it causes a 

detonation (2 ).

After moving, deal  1  to adjacent robots 
and mines.
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and mines.

After moving, push 

adjacent robots and 

mines 1

Designer: Emerson Matsuuchi
For: Robot enthusiasts and 
fans of fast arena battles

SCAN AND WATCH  
an electrifying trailer

30 min 10+
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